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Singapore, 3 September 2020 – on 9th August 2020, Singapore celebrated her 55th year of 

Independence. The latest Ipsos survey conducted over the period of 7th to 11th August 2020 

looks at National Pride and what Singaporeans identify with as being Singaporean.  This 

period was also just weeks after the 2020 Singaporean General Election, where the Workers 

Party won 10 out of 93 seats in parliament, the most ever held by an opposition party since 

the first general election in 1968. The data presented here is contrasted against data 

collected in a similar survey, 5 years ago, in December 2015.   

 

The survey was conducted online, among a nationally representative sample of 1,000 

Singaporeans and Permanent Residents, aged 18 years old and above. 

 

Go to: 

Proud to be Singaporean 

National Values Most Important to Singaporeans 

Most Notable Characteristics of Singapore 

The Singaporean Identity - Cultural Pluralism, Local Food and Singlish 
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Proud to be Singaporean 
 

85% of respondents say they are proud to be a Singapore Citizen/PR, about half of these 

(38%) saying that they are very proud to be so.  In addition, 65% of respondents say that 

they are proud of their fellow Singaporeans. 

 

66% of Singaporeans agree that Singapore is a better country to live in than other countries 

and more than half (55%) believe that Singapore is a better country to work in than other 

countries.  

 

Only 3 in 10 believe Singapore is a better country to retire in than other countries. Although 

another one third of Singaporeans are undecided, neither agreeing nor disagreeing that it is 

a better place for retirement. 

 

 

National Values Most Important to Singaporeans 
 

When asked to select their top 5 values they believe are most important to Singapore as a 

country, respondents say that Singapore needs to Have an Honest & Transparent 

Government (72%), Be Just & Fair to All (55%), Be Safe (52%), Be Progressive (38%) and 

Be Socially and Environmentally Conscious (38%). 

 

Being socially and environmentally conscious moved up from 7th position replacing Have a 

sense of Unity in 5th place in 2015. Other values that have significantly gained more 

importance are Technological Progressiveness (+14%), Freedom of Press (+7%) and 

Freedom of Speech (+7%).  
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Chart 1: National Values Most Important to Singaporeans  

(see appendix for full size chart) 

 

While being safe is one of the top values identified by Singaporeans, much fewer people in 

2020 (-15% from 2015) said this was important for Singapore as a country. Being 

prosperous also saw fewer people saying it is a top value this year. Moving down 8% from 

33% in 2015.  

 

While having an honest and transparent government was in the top 5 values for most 

Singaporeans across age groups, this was felt more strongly among those 45 to 54 years of 

age (83%). Conversely, when it comes to being progressive, this was more strongly felt 

among the youth aged 18 to 24 years (45%) than those 45 to 54 years old (32%).  

 

Tan Hui-Ching, Director of Public Affairs at Ipsos in Singapore said, “2020 is no doubt a 
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momentous year in Singapore’s history. The effects of fighting a global health pandemic 

have brought to light what Singaporeans value. The outcome of the recent General Elections 

confirms that Singaporeans are looking for change. Five years ago, Singaporeans placed 

more importance on Singapore being prosperous over being socially and environmentally 

conscious, but now more emphasis is placed on being socially and environmentally 

conscious which is in line with the government’s push for a sustainable environment. 

Furthermore, in part due to globalisation and exposure to more debate over social media, 

Singaporeans today are placing more importance on justice and having their voices heard.” 

 

 

Most Notable Characteristics of Singapore 
 

When asked to rate Singapore’s performance on 17 aspects, the 5 most notable 

characteristics were Safety (83%), Infrastructure (80%), Cleanliness Standard (75%), 

Standard of Education (72%) and Standard of Healthcare (71%).  

 

Tan adds, “Although being safe seems to have come down the importance list, Singapore’s 

performance on safety was rated very highly by the people. I believe this indicates that being 

safe is not any less important, but that safety is now a given and synonymous with 

Singapore.” 

 

Compared to the scorecard in 2015, significant up-shifts are seen on Infrastructure, 

Cleanliness and Public Transport. On the other hand, much fewer Singaporeans feel we are 

doing as well on Caring for the Environment and Transparency of Government.  Significantly 

fewer believe that Singapore is performing well in the areas of Employment Opportunities 

(34%), and Cost of Living (15%), the majority agreeing that there is much room for 

improvement in these areas. 
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Chart 2: Notable Characteristics for Singapore as a Country 

(see appendix for full size chart) 

 

 

The Singaporean Identity - Cultural Pluralism, Local Food and 
Singlish 

 

74% of Singaporeans agree that Being a Singaporean is an important part of their identity, 

and 58% consider themselves as patriotic residents of Singapore.   

 

When asked what they consider to be important to the Singaporean Identity, 3 in 5 

Singaporeans said a Multiracial and multireligious society. This was closely followed by 

Local food and delicacies (57%), World-class services (46%) such as Singapore Airlines and 

Changi Airport, and Singlish (44%). 
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The opinions as to what is most important to the Singaporean identity differ by age. World-

class services and our Government are more important for the older Singaporeans, while 

those aged 18 – 24 years old were significantly more inclined to associate Singlish and 

Mother tongues with being Singaporean, perhaps reflective of a proud and confident 

younger generation.  

 

 

Chart 3: The Singaporean Identity 

(see appendix for full size chart) 

 

#supportlocal 
 

37% of Singaporeans say they are willing to pay more for products which are made in 

Singapore. This resonates among lower and higher income groups alike.  

 

Nick Hunter, Director of Market Strategy and Understanding at Ipsos in Singapore 
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comments, “There are a variety of factors that go into making a purchase decision, be it 

more tangible factors such as product quality and ease of navigation online, or the more 

emotional factors like affiliation to a brand and service experience. While it is encouraging to 

see that 37% are supportive of local businesses, there is another 41% of Singaporeans who 

are on the fence about paying more for Singapore-made products. This is a significant 

proportion of the market that poses a big opportunity for local brands to pull the right levers 

and sway them positively.” 

 
 
 

-END- 
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Note to Editors 

 

About the study: 

• The survey was conducted online between 7th August 2020 and 11th August 2020, 

among a nationally representative sample of n=1,000 Singaporean Citizens and 

Permanent Residents aged 18 and above.  

• Quotas on age, gender and ethnicity were employed to ensure that the sample’s 

composition reflects the overall population distribution, based on Singapore 

Department of Statistics population estimates.  

• The precision of online surveys is measured using a credible interval. In this case, the 

results reported are accurate to +/- 3.5 percentage points of the views and 

perspectives of all Singaporeans aged 18 and above (at 95% confidence interval). 

Credible intervals are wider among subsets of the population. 

 

Questions asked in the survey: 

 

For [National Values], [Notable Characteristics] and [The Singaporean Identity], please refer 

to respective footnotes in the charts provided.  

 

[Proud to be Singaporean] 

Q. To what extent do you agree with the following statements  

 (Asked on a 5-point scale – Strongly Disagree / Disagree / Neither Agree nor Disagree / 

Agree / Strongly Agree)  

 

• Being a Singaporean is an important part of my identity 

• I am willing to pay more for products which are made in Singapore 

• I am proud of my fellow Singaporeans 

• I consider myself to be a patriotic resident 

• Generally speaking, Singapore is a better country to live in than other countries 

• Generally speaking, Singapore is a better country to work in than other countries 

• Generally speaking, Singapore is a better country to retire in than other countries 
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Q. To what extent do you agree with the following statements  

 (Asked on a 4-point scale – Not proud at all / Not very proud / Quite Proud / Very Proud)  

• I am proud to be a Singapore Citizen/Permanent Resident 

 

Contact Details: 

 

For further information or to set up further interviews with opinion leaders cited in this article, 

please contact 

Tammy Ho 

Sr Manager, Marketing Communications 

tammy.ho@ipsos.com  

hp: +65 97906340 

 

 

About Ipsos 

Ipsos is the world’s third largest market research company, present in 90 markets and 

employing more than 18,000 people. 

Our passionately curious research professionals, analysts and scientists have built unique 

multi-specialist capabilities that provide true understanding and powerful insights into the 

actions, opinions and motivations of citizens, consumers, patients, customers or employees. 

We serve more than 5000 clients across the world with 75 business solutions. 

Founded in France in 1975, Ipsos is listed on the Euronext Paris since July 1st, 1999. The 

company is part of the SBF 120 and the Mid-60 index and is eligible for the Deferred 

Settlement Service (SRD). 

 

ISIN code FR0000073298, Reuters ISOS.PA, Bloomberg IPS:FP 

Access more knowledge and insights at www.ipsos.com.sg  

 

Follow Ipsos in Singapore for more insights at LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter. 
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